Introducing the ALL NEW Global LED.

The Next Generation in microscope lighting is new and improved with more features from Global Surgical to take LED microscope lighting to the next level. Enhanced LED technology coupled with a new ergonomic design and the direct-to-port delivery system provides the ideal lighting solution for the surgical microscope.

• **High Powered LED Technology**
  The latest high power LED technology provides brighter light output with low-to-no ownership costs

• **More Ergonomic Design**
  Touch controls for power, light intensity, and filter adjustment right at your fingertips

• **Intensity Indicator**
  Easily identify the level of illumination strength

• **Standard Filter**
  New composite filter included (Green filter available)

• **Daylight Illumination**
  Provides bright white illumination evenly distributed in the visible field of the microscope

• **Extended Operation**
  Over 50,000 hours of uninterrupted operation

• **3 Year Warranty**
  The longest light source warranty in the industry

• **No Fiber Optic Cable Needed**
  With the direct-to-port lighting system, there is no light loss through a fiber optic cable

• **Retrofittable**
  Upgrade your current system